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Abstract: Reactive Library

An information retrieval program has been written to aid in coord

inating literature searches by separate iridlviduals. The pro£;ram utilizes 

riidimentary techniques originally developed in question einswering and theorem 

proving programs in order to determine whether a fact input to it is relevant 

to previously stored facts. The list of relevant facts, together with a 

citation to the article reporting them, is then printed out. The program 

is currently being used by a group of physiological psychologists on a 

field trial basis.



The Reactive Library

Earl Hunt and J. R. Quinlan 
The University of Washiu^ton

No one can keep up with literature. As with most con^Jlainte, this 

one hides several problems, only some of which can be helped by coinputers.

We shall describe an information retrieval system called the "Reactive 

Library' (RL), vrtiich is designed to aid, but not replace, a person in tdie 

job of fitting new experjmentel findings into the previously available 

literature.

Ihe RL is a tool for increasing coamunlcations within a small group of 

scientists, say soine'^here between a dozen or a hiindred workers dealing with 

closely 1 elated research topics. The basic assun5>tion of the RL is that 

the dxfferent individuals in such a group will share a common language, but 

have somevdiat disparate reading interests. Thus a biochemist and a physiolo

gical psychologist might both be studying the physical basis of memory, and 

be quite capable of communicating with each other, but still be scanning 

different journals. In such a situation person A may come upon a fact idiirh 

has interesting connotations if considered in the light of a fact \rtiich person 

B has noted in his journal, but the connotation may not be at all app,arent 

if either fact is considered in isolation. The problem is to establish an 

exchange of information between A and B. Traditionally this is done by 

social devices, such as discussions and seminars. While such meetings have 

their place, they also have well known disadvantages. In addition to personal 

contact, it would be useful if B could routinely be informed of the reT^vance 

facts in articles A was reading.

This informal description contains some implied assumptions which ought 

to be madt explicit. The problem is one of relating the facts contained
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in articles to each other, and not of grouping relevant articles. While 

it should be possible to retrieve articles which assert given facts, the 

physical retrieval protlem is not of primary interest. Cooper's (1963) 

distinction between fact retrieval ajad document retrieval is relevant.

In our particular case a given article may contain several facts, each of 

which should be related to its own set of scored facts, which may appear 

in different articles. The second assumption we have made is that the scien

tists do indeed share a common language. While this seems trite, its import

ance cannot be stressed too highly. Previous studies on the use of language 

in social sciences (see particularly Stone, et ^., I967) have shown that 

the definitions of terms upon which scientists agree very largely determines 

their conceptual approach to their subject. The RL, to be useful to the 

scientific cociDunity in general, must be able to accept the definition of 

a language as part of its data base, rather than having special functions 

built into the program itself.

Our final implicit assumption is that we are dealing with a program 

for research groups which, by and large, do not have their own private 

computing equipment. The RL should be available through the sort of geners.! 

purpose, public utility type computers which one might reasonably expect 

to find in vniversities and research laboratories in the next few years.

The RL program, which meets these requirements, is a fact retrieval

system which is conceptually an amalgam of the techniques used by Raphael's

(1964) the Semartic information Retrieval program and the methods developed
2

by Stone et al.,(l967) for the analysis of scientific dictionaries. The 

program was written in the Burroughs extended Algol language and operates 

as a user program in the University of Washirgton's Burro\ighs B5500 remote 

terminal computing system. The progranming job wsis made easier by first



writing portionE of the RL in SNOBOL (Farber, et then using

a SNOBOL to ALGOL conversion system (Quinlan, 196?) to produce the final 

program. The entire effort, from conception to initiation of field trials 

required less than two man-imDnths.

The program is now being used on a field test basis by a group of 

physiological psychologists wlio are interested in the physical substrate 

of memory. Most of our illustrative examples will be taken from their 

work.

The User's View

In the RL the user is virtually isolated from the syttCu.. He need not 

even know how to turn on a telet^-pe. Each user is given a number of standard 

forms, on which he is asked to take notes while reading eu-ticles. An example 

of a completed standard form is shown in Figxire I. For convenience, users 

may keep carbons for their personal files. Since most scientists In this 

field take extensive notes on e^q>erimental reports, this is a minor addition 

to their normal practices, although it does make note taking slightly more 

formal than usual.

The standard form is divided into foxir sections. The first section, 

the reference, simply names the rrticle. The second section, labeled 

''Conclusions" is the key section for the RL. Each conclusion must be a single 

sentence stating an assertion which the user, or reviewer, thinks can be 

made on the basis of the article. Figure 1 contains representative samples.

Section 3 iB a "Comments" section. Information in this section is kept 

on file, but not input to the RL.

The fourth section permits the user to specify particular types of searches 

of previously stored data. Discussion of this section will be postponed until 

after the program's operation has been described.



Users deposit completed forms with a secretary. Periodically the 

secretary goes to a teletype near her office and inputs the forms to the 

RL program. While this requires a modicum of special training, it rolieves 

the research specialist of the need of ever learning anything new, and in 

addition relieves him of the frustrations of waiting for a computing system 

to be available. Hie secretary also redistributes output to the scientific 

personnel.

Figure 2 shows a fragment of an output page. The output is again divided 

into sections, one for each fact which was input. The RL lists the input 

fact, its reference, and all previously stored facts which the system has 

selected as relevant to the input, along with their references. In addition, 

the output sheet also states under the term "Metafact", the reason why a 

particular stored fact has been retrieved.

If we examine a fragment of Figure 2 more closely, the general nature 

of the rules which the RL uses to establish relevance will become clear. 

Consider the input statement

THE POST-TRIAL HUBCTION OF STRYCHNINE IMPROVES DISCRIMIHATION LEARNING 
3

IN TRY0H-S3S.'

The system makes the following retrievals.

1) AGREEMEK’r WITH STORED FACT

THE PRE-TRIAL INJECTION OF PICROTCTIK FACILITATES DISCRIMINATION LEARNING 

IN WISTARS

METAFACT ON WHICH AGREE

HUECTICHJ CONVUISANT IMPROVE DISCRIMINATI(»J RAT

and

2) DISAGREEIffiNT WITH STORED FACT

INTREPERITCfflEAL INJECTION OF 1757-IS HINDERS AVOIDANCE LEARNING IN TRYON-SIS.

1



:-ET/J’ACT ON WHICH DISAGREE

INJECTIOT CONVUl^ANT IMPROVE I£ARNIHG RAT

Examination of these sentences will reveal the retrieval pattern.

All retrieved facts contain a verb which is either approximately a synonym 

or an antonym of the verb in the input fact. If the verb is a synonym, 

agreement is indicated; if the verb is an antonym, disagreement is indicated. 

Parenthetically, if the verb is "NOT v", it is interpreted as its own Eintonym. 

In addition, we see that non-verb forms also play a role in retrieval.

Each "Metafact" is the basis of agreement or disagreement. All "noun-like" 

terms An the metafact (which we call operands) represent either operands 

in the input or generalizations of an operand in the input. (Note the 

replacement of "strychnine" by "convulsant" in the example.) Each retrieved 

fact contains within its opereinds specializations of the generalization 

proposed in the metafact.

Interior of the System

The way in which the RL establishes generalizations and relevancies 

between facts will now be described in more detail.

Recall that the RL consists of two parts, a program and a dictionary.

Ihe dictionary contains two classes of words, operands and verbs. Insofar 

as the system is concerned, a sentence is an ordered set of the dictionary 

terms it contains. T5ie sentence

THE POST-TRIAL APPLICATION OF ECS OFTEN DISRUPTS MEJ«»Y 

will be stored as

POST-TRIAL EC DISRUPT MEMORY^
assuming that "THE", "APPLICATION", "OF", "OFTEN" are not stored in the 

dictionary.

An input may contain any number of operand names, but at most one verb.



Each verb is a nember of one class of verbs, vhich is further divided into 

"positive" aui 'negative" terns. Thus the "produce-destroy" class of verbs 

consists of the positive tenrs

"produce, facilitate, in^jrove" 

and the negative terms

"hinder, disrupt, destroy".

We will refer to a verb as having a sign, in addition to having a class.

If the sx>ecial word NOT precedes a verb in ar input sentence, the sign of 

the verb is changed. Ohis does not correspond exactly with English usage, 

since "not produce" is not equivalent to "destroy". So far this has not 

proven a problem.

Operands are related to each other by set inclusion. We have seen 

examples of this already, "strychnine" is included in the set "convulsant".

It is possible to include an operand in two sets which are net included 

the one within the other. Electroc'^nvulsive-shock (EC£) is included in the 

sets "TrataBas" and "Electric-Shock" in the physiological dictionary. Somewhat 

to our surprise, however, ve have thus far found few such terms.

Each operand is represented internally by a code which permits an iar^ed- 

iate match between operands to determine their lowest common inters-ection.

The coded operarid name is a string of symbols, where the first symbol is 

the r.ame of tlie "most general" class to which the operand belongs, the first 

and second symbol the name of the second most general class, etc. Thus if 

A were the code for animal, then AM might be the code for mammal, AMR the 

code for rat, and AMEi6 and AMR? the code for, say, Tryon SI and Tryon S3 

rats. By a sioq)le masking operation, we can detect that the common denominator, 

as it were of AMR6 and AMR7 is AMR, the code for "rat." Similarly, the 

names of all mannals can readily be retrieved (specialization), by selecting 

all codes which have AM as their first two symbols. To handle the case in



vhlch a given term Is a member of two sets which are not nested, as in the 

ECS example, the operand name is assigned two codes. It would be inconvenient 

if very many operands had to have multiple codes, but, as noted, so far this 

has not happened very often. (We are store situations can be constioicted 

in which this would give trouble, but the piogmatic question is how often 

such situations occur.)

Intenially, sentences are coded by their verb class and sign, and by 

the set of left-hand and right-hand operands tdiich they contain. The eocample 

sentence reduces to the equivalent of 

verb * disrupt 

left = EC, post-trial 

right = memory

Sentences axe stored under their verb-classes, using a tree form of Infonna- 

tion organization. When a fact is oread as above, a search is made of the 

file of facts already stored whose verb is in the same class as that of the 

input fact. Ohe object is to find stored facts which can be geneoralized 

or special:! zed to a metafhct which is itself a geneoralization or specialization 

of the input fact. The processes of geneiralo-zation are

1. Removal of one or more operands forom either the subject or the object,

or

2. Replacement of an operand by an operand idiich includes it.

The process of specialization is the replacement of cm operand by one of its 

subsets. So, for instance, if 

cat feline animca, 

rat rodent animal,

some of the constructed facts to which the fact "black cats eat rodents"
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could be transformed by the above processes are 

cats eat rodents 

black felines eat rats 

cats eat animals 

black animals eat animals

If a metafact can be found to \*ich both the input fact and a stored 

fact can be transformed, then the system announces an agreement or disagree

ment depending on whether the verbs of the matched facts agree in sign.

If the word "MOT" appears in a sentence, the sign of the verb is changed 

to determine agreement or disagreement.

User Options—Ihe Control Section 

By use of the control section special retrievals may be ordered.

Hie two most obvious are that a user may store a fact without receiving 

retrievals, or assert a fact and obtain retrievals without having the input 

fact stored. The first option is useful in reading in large banks of com

monly accepted statements, as would be done \dien a RL system was initialized. 

Ihe second option is useful if one wemts to "see how an idea stacks up 

against the literature". For exaog>le, by stating the hypothesis of a proposed 

eaqperlment, one would hopefully obtain a retrieval of related literature.

The"B\izzword" and "Keyword" sections permit more sophisticated control.

If all the operands on both the left and right sides of a metafact are in 

the list of buzzwords, no retrieval will be output with that metafact.

This is often \isefUl in suppressing a large number of Irrelevant retrievals. 

For example, P06T-TRIAL is a subset of TIME-REFERENCE, a term which includes 

operands such as DAYS, WEEKS, SECCSIDS, etc. Obviously there will be times 

when generalizations should not be based only upon common references to 

euiy time at all.



Designation of operands as keywords has the opposite effect. If a 

keyword is designated, all facts retrieved must share a generalization or 

specialization of the keyword with the input fact.

Dictionary Construction

Our limited experience indicates that in an active ei^rlmental field, 

as the physiological study of memory ctirrently is, dictionary terms are added, 

drop out, and even change meaning vrith amazing speed. A related problem is 

that if one person specifies a dictionary, his colleagues are very likely 

to have specific sviggestions for improvements. While it is always possible 

to do dictionary maintenance on a separate run, it is also advantageous to 

be able to alter the dictionary someiAet during input of data. Hie special 

advantage of this is that it is a relatively painless operation for the user, 

and it can be done at the time that the inadequacy of the dictionary is 

called to his attention.

In the appropriate part of the control section (see Figure l) che 

user may introduce new oiier-inds and define them in terms of previously estab

lished operands. Within a single run an operand may be introduced, and then 

used to define a new operand, providing that the operations are done in 

order. The user may also indicate synonyms for terms in the dictionary.

This is a convenient way to deal with adjectives. For example, in physiological 

psychology, the term "Hippocampal animals" is often used to indicate "Animals 

with lesions in the hippocampus, a region of the brain". By making the defini

tion

HIPPOCAMPAL - HIPPOCAMPUS

appropriate retrievals will be made. Once again we have violated strict 

English meaning, but the violation does not disrupt the system too badly.

lasted versions of the current dictionary must be distributed to users 

frequently.
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Current Status and Fut\ire Plans
•i

llie Reactive Library is now undergoing field tests. In addition, we 

hope to have an ej^rimental evaluatjon of it using a body of users attacking 

a constructed problem with and without the program as an aid.

Ihe initial reaction of users has been mixed, but not unfavorable.

As a first test, the assertions concerning memory which are contained in 

an introductory physiological text (Deutsch and Deutsch, 1965) were input.

In general, the relations between statements which the program found were 

mirrored by the remarks in the textbook. Ihe dictionary was then modified 

and remodified until the agreement was quite good. Ihis proved to be an 

effective way of establishing a dictionary.

Subsequent evaluations have been plagued by two sources of trouble, 

malfunctioning of the computer center's operating system, \diich is irrelevant, 

and user unfamiliarity, which is more serious. Some of ov- users have found 

it very hard to write simple sentences. Another problem is that people tend 

to take cryptic notes. Ihe phrase "Uiis affected it" is a classic example.

Such a statement completely defeats a sentence-based information retrieval 

sj'stem. We have also found that even within a small, closely knit research

group it is surprisingly hard to get agi*eement on terms, or even to get the

same people to use a term consistently from one day to the next. (The mathe

matical linguist or mathematician may see this as a confirmation of his 

suspicions of experimental scientists, but we must take pecple as they eire.)

In spite of these hazards, which we regard as growing pains, we have every 

hope that the system will very shortly prove to be quite useful.

Ihe RL is obviously quite a primitive program. In fact, we are surprised

it works so well considering its crudity. Certain inprovements, such as

better procedures for pre-processing stxfflxes and prefixes, or introducing 

the ability to define new verbs with an input, are obvious and can be introduced



by simple extensions of the program.

Another extension is more subtle, nie RL Infers metafacts solely by 

considering generalizations and specializations of individual facts. An 

ideal RL would also infer metafacts on the basis of the interaction between 

facts. Thus if "A produces B" and destroys C", it seems reasonable to 

hypothesize that "A inhibits C". Programs which make inferences to answer 

questions do exist and have been discussed in the open literature and in 

review papers (cf. Hunt, 1968; Simmons, 1965). These programs are illustra

tions, rather than wrkmg systems. (Cooper's I963) is a possible excep

tion. ) The Illustrations usually deal with either a constructed data base 

or with logical or mathematical statements, ^ere there is good agreement 

on the rules of inference. Such agreement is not so easy to obtain in an 

actual experimental field; even qualified experts disagree. If the "A pro

duces B" example is proposed to a physiological psychologist he is apt to 

say "What else does A produce?" or "How does B destroy C?" This does not 

mean that Inferential fact retrieval is impossible, but it does suggest 

caution. Like it or not, most scientists probably do not use language with 

the precision used by a mathematician when he is talking about his subject. 

It is hard to see how a computer can help with this problem.

)
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Figure 1

A typical input to the reactive library

1. REFERENCE

AlfTHOR: Lutlges, M. and McGaugh, J.

TITI£: Permanence of Retrograde Amnesia Produced by ECS

JOURNAL: Science, I967, 156, U08-U10

DATE:

2. AUTHOR'S CONCLUSIONS (for reactive library)

1. Post-trial ECS Produces Amnesia in Passive Avoidance Learning.

2. ECS Produces Permanent Amnesia

3.

U.

5.

6.

3. • REVISyER’S AMPLIFICATION AND C0M4EHTS

Mice were given electro-convulsive shock after being trained to avoid 

stepping off a ledge. Retests as much as one month later showed amnesia.

J*. NEW DICTICNARY ENTRIES AND CORRECTIONS 

1. Permanent C Time-reference 2.

h. 5.

5. REVIEWER'S FEEDBACK CONTROLS:

3.

6.

BUZZWORDS = Time-reference 

KEYWORDS «
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